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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, herbal educator. My intention is to bring inspiration and magic to
people by sharing experiences, observations and interests relating to plants. May the education of local plant medicine
bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-Coming HomeBy Corinne

As the winter settles into our bones for the long, rainy and so
often beautiful season, I find myself in a much appreciated place
of deep contemplation. It is this way every winter- a time for
dreaming and nurturing the creative path, finally with enough
darkness and firelight to set our physical work aside and go
deep. It seems that as I grow older with each year, I unearth
more of my hand carved path and attempt to follow it closely.
The overwhelming set of goals from my youth grow slimmer
each year, as I specify and work towards my true and most
fulfilling work in the world. I have always loved the line from
Ursula le guin, changing the pronoun: ‘As a woman’s real power
grows and her knowledge widens, ever the way she can follow
grows narrower: until at last she chooses nothing, but does only
and wholly what she must do.’ It is such an inspiration- if we
follow our calling, it will eventually lead us to our work in the
world, our own unique and creative work. We all have something
to offer to this time and place on earth, each of us has special
gifts. How can we find this authentic path, amidst the chaos
and social pressures, amongst the monetary worries and the
mainstream norms?
What is home? Surely I have learned by now that it is not a
physical place, so many homes I have had! No, not a glorious
piece of land to occupy, not the brick cottage that we grew up
in, not even a great old oak tree on the edge of our favorite
cemetery. Home is something we carry with us, it is something
much more than this physical plane offers. Home is a deep
creation that we have hand pieced together since our childhood,
it is a structure of the soul. Like a patch work quilt, we have
all built a tapestry from the archetypical energy that we
recognize as a part of our own. The red satin of violin sheen, the
pounding of horse hooves, the smell of tawny summer fields;

the giant shapes of tree fathers and mothers in the wood, the
slippery moment of the glowing rainbow; the smell of ice and
wood smoke that is always fleeting. Our memories of home
go beyond this lifetime, with a trail that leads deep into Other
worlds and times. I believe that coming back to ourselves is
often the hardest part of discovery. We indeed have all of our
own answers, somewhere within, never without. It is true, that
if we cannot find that place of home within, we will never find
it looking outside of ourselves. I laugh at myself sometimes
for rediscovering something from my childhood that was once
of epic importance, then faded as I became an adult, only to
reappear to me at a later time. It becomes my truth once again,
these precious things that were indeed always mine. The love of
piano music tinkling at Christmas time, the belief in ghosts and
in autumn spirit winds, the enchantment of birds and cats, the
collector in me hoarding many a tiny treasure.
What have you always carried with you, what has never left you
that still haunts you? What drives you underneath the day to
day maintenance? What part of yourself have you been afraid to
become in front of the world? Make time for the answers, make
time for them. Heed the bubbling cauldron of creation within and
let go of the many self judgements that steal away the truth and
make home become bereft. Home will feed and nourish every
footfall and every playful smile if we find our own authentic fire
to bring that cauldron to life, if we feed it with the nine sacred
woods from our memory, not our knowledge. Many blessings to
the river under the river, many ways may we smell the fragrant
smoke of the winter hearth blazing with passion during this
desolation, during this cryptic work we all partake of in the dark.
For more writting by Corinne visit http://livingfolkways.blogspot.com/
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- Yuletide Magic -

Holly Tree - Ilex aquifolium
Holly, magical holly tree. An important tree in folklore,
though holly is not a ‘medicinal plant’ per say, it has an
incredible history. I love to educate about plants that are
not only medicinal, but also symbolic- importantly they
do something for our spirits, for our souls, for our
ancestral memories. Holly is the plant that I
associate most with Christmas time. The
home I grew up in was in a wooded
neighborhood and we had a simple
stone patio that was surrounded by
holly bushes. They made a sort of
half circle hedge, with no other
plants but the red berried holly,
then the woods as a back drop
behind it. I loved those holly
bushes- they were green all
year, under the snow, the red
berries were truly beautiful in
the winter landscape. There
is something very elegant
and tough about this plant,
also something very ancient.
Many of us are familiar with
this tree, but little know how
special it really is- magical
protector, ‘Holy’ tree, Elven
tree of light.

the plant that the Romans hung up in their houses during
their ancient feast Saturnalia, which has associations with
modern Christmas. Because of this holly was well known as
a Christmas evergreen. Holly had a connection to both the
oak tree and ivy vine, during this festive season. Its
red berried tenacious branches were generally
thought to be the male counterpart to the
Ivy, a climbing vine with black berries
considered feminine. These two
were often hung together around
Christmas time. Because of the red
berries and evergreen nature,
holly has been associated with
the crucifixion and the blood of
Christ- also known as ‘Christ’s
Thorn’. There are legends that
tell of the battle of the Holly
King and the Oak King. This
battle was supposed to be
based on the waxing sun and
the waning sun, with the
holly representing the dark
half and the oak the light half
of the year. In Brittany, holly
was the devils counterpart to
the oak tree.
Holly was thought to be a good
omen. A tree growing near the
house was thought to protect it
from lightning and it was lucky to
plant a holly tree in the garden. The
plant was used for protection from
nightmares, demons and evil magic. The
green prickled leaf variety was associated with
male luck while the smooth variegated variety with
female luck. A gypsy name for the tree was ‘Gods Tree’
and in times past, it was thought by them to afford divine
protection if a tent was pitched under one. It was believed
that a holly tree casts no shadow. Pliny the elder, a Roman
naturalist from around 2000 years ago, wrote that holly
flowers will cause water to freeze, connecting this plant to
the wintertime. Interestingly, holly was thought to bring
back runaway cattle (good to know!). All one had to do was
throw a holly stick in the direction which the cattle ran, and
its powers would cause them to return home, without the
wood even touching them. Indeed, cattle drover’s sticks
were often made from holly wood.

A Holly Story- (taken from my
plant dream)
On one day every year, this tree is in
fruit and in ghostly flower at the same
time. White flowers falling like glitter that
glows and hits the ground like fairy dust. In
the moonlight, the elves rejoice, feast and play
their games- Following the man in red – he goes to this
magical holly tree, leaves so green and berries so red- she
is small and in a sacred treegrove – the morning when the
golden sunlight reaches her, a maiden in white appears
– with many tiny elves – unblindfold the maiden, so over
joyed she reaches for the holly and pricks her finger. Like an
old part of a ritual, she walks counter clockwise around the
holly, as each drop of the blood falls, it sprouts into a plant,
producing fruit or nuts- roses, cherry, hawthorn, almond,
grape, blackberry, hazel, pine and oak – The plants drop
their offerings in abundance to the little people who gather
the fruits and nuts with great joy – this yearly ritual provides
their food stuffs throughout the winter season and beyond –
With visions of elves and abundance, let’s look at the history
of this special tree. Holly had a reverence associated with it,
as its common name was another word for ‘holy’. ‘Holy Day’
is considered the original to the modern ‘Holiday’. This was
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There are many superstitions associated with Holly and while
it was considered a lucky plant, it was unlucky to bring the
flowers indoors, to burn green holly wood, to stamp on a
holly berry, or to cut down a wild holly tree- similar to other
fairy trees. To pick a sprig of holly in flower could

vapors of holly leaf tea was taken for toothache in Wales.
Holly leaf tea internally was used to treat measles, worms,
influenza, dropsy, to relieve fevers and catarrh- however
in what dosage I am unsure. Euell Gibbons writes in his
incredible book Stalking the Healthful Herbs about drinking
holly leaf tea, made from roasting the leaves until dark
brown, crumbling then removing the stems and brewing
the plant the same way as black tea. The berries are more
poisonous than the leaves and highly emetic, thus their use
as a violent purgative. There was a reference in my research
to using cups made of holly wood to give milk to children
with whooping cough, as a cure. A few other fascinating
uses; when planting peas in the springtime, place holly
leaves in the furrows, to keep the mice from eating your
peas (which is a real problem). Also, holly branches were tied
around bacon and salt beef in the root cellar, which was the
significant cold storage area during the winter months for
old farms, keeping the mice and rats away with the prickles.
Holly wood is very dense and hard, and has long been used
for carving, tool handles, veneers and inlays, polishing to a
gorgeous white color.

bring death to the family. To bring a sprig of holly (not in
flower) into a new building would bring good luck. When
hung up with the Christmas evergreens it was best to hang
holly up before mistletoe, lest ill luck will come down the
chimney on Christmas Eve. Holly must be taken down, along
with all other Christmas decorations besides mistletoe, by
January 6, twelfth night. Decorating the chimney with holly
was originally a protective charm; the chimney represented,
along with windows and doors, a place where maleficent
spirits could enter the home.
Holly was considered both a plant of the fairies and elves
and also a protector from their tricks. It is considered a
fairy plant in Ireland. Also because it was accepted by the
church, it was protective from witches and witchcraft. If a
church door frame was built of holly wood, no witch could
enter. Collars of bittersweet and holly twisted together were
thought to protect horses from witchcraft. Also, hanging
holly and rowan wood in the cow bier kept out evil forces
and the entrance of the nightmare- a folkloric being who
brought one bad dreams. A Wiltshire tradition was that a
wreath made of holly and bay leaves would keep witches out
of the home if hung on the door. Humorously, a French story
tells that Christ invented the bay tree and the devil tried
to imitate it, but could only manage the holly, hence it has
prickles. If a holly rod was placed in the milk, it was thought
that it would not sour. Coachman’s whip handles were made
of holly wood, helpful for driving at night and keeping away
the fairies and dark witch powers. Lore tells to never cut
a whip stick directly from the tree; instead pull up one of
the shoots that grow from the trunk. Interestingly, witches
needed the red holly berries to brew up thunderstormsthey were used in ointments and incense. Holly is under the
dominion of Saturn, therefore was used for communications
with the dead and because of its prickles, was used in
defensive magic. Holly branches were placed in the house of
one who had recently died, in order to purify the space.

The European holly tree is considered invasive in our
area, thanks to the holly farmers that took advantage of
our wonderful tree growing climate. I have heard that old
neighborhood parts in Olympia were holly farms at one
time, and still holly farms exist, however small. If a holly
tree bore many berries, it meant a hard winter would follow‘many berries, much snow’ is the old saying. This is related
to hawthorn trees as well So much folk lore, so little space!
Holly is an important tree for the birds. This magical tree
does indeed deserves the line’ Of all the trees in the wood,
Holly wears the crown!’. It is the crown of the Green man
spirit and as it is evergreen, will be remembered by the little
folk for an age come and gone.
The Illustrated book of Plant Lore, 1985, Josephine Addison
Elsevers Dictionary of Plant Lore, 2004, DC Watts

There are many divination games that were played with
holly. One is that if a girl runs round a holly tree seven times
in a one direction and seven times in another, she will see
her future husband. Another love divination – Nine holly
leaves had to be gathered at midnight on a Friday and placed
in a three cornered handkerchief, which was then tied in
nine knots and concealed under the pillow before going to
bed. Absolute silence was an essential part of the charm,
from the time of gathering the leaves, until dawn, during
which prophetic dreams would have occurred. There is an
American game of naming holly leaves after different suitors
and then throwing them into a fire. The one that loved you
best would pop- this is similar to the apple seed version.
Folk medicine involving holly was mostly external, because
the plant was thought to be moderately toxic, though similar
to Ivy Hedera helix, is relished by sheep, cattle and goats. It
was thought that chilblains and rheumatism could be cured
by whipping the affected area with holly- ouch! This sounds
similar to nettle flogging. There was also an ointment made
in Essex for chilblains by infusing holly berries in lard. In
Ireland holly leaves were used to treat burns. Inhaling the

Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine, 2004, Gabrielle Hatfield
Pagan Christmas –2003, Christian Ratsch & Claudia MullerEbeling,
Hatfields Herbal, 2009 Gabrielle Hatfield,
Plant Lore, Legends and Lyrics, originally published in 1892,
2012 reprint, Richard Folkard,
Traditional Witchcraft; A Cornish Book of Ways, Gemma
Gary, 2008
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In the Field and Forest

The Forest Apothecary -Douglas Fir- Pseudotsuga menziesii

The Forest Apothecary- Douglas Fir Pseudotsuga menziesii

The wood has been used to make many items such as fire
thongs, spear handles, spoons, harpoon shafts and fishing
implements. Torches were made from the wood covered
with pitch. This is just some of the uses, of course. For more
ethnobotanical information, see resources Native American
Medicinal Plants, Daniel Moerman, 2009; The Earths Blanket,
Nancy Turner, 2005; The People of Cascadia, Heidi Bohan,
2009.

With the winter season upon us, I turn my attention to the
Grandfather of the local forest, Douglas fir. The first time
that I sat with this tree, it was in January some years ago,
and I felt the deep connection that this tree has to the local
lands and waters, through its tall straight trunk. I felt the
amazing cleansing energy and power. I felt the tree waters
and sap rise up and down through thick grey furrowed bark,
as I leaned up against it. It gave me sparkles in my minds
eye, and a cooling sea foam green color covered me.
I felt my kidneys stir and later found out that
this tree is connected with water and ancestor inheritance, which the kidney holds
within it (thank you to Joyce Netishen).
So common a tree, planted for its
timber value, because of fast growth,
straightness and durability, Douglas
fir should not to be overlooked for
its medicine by local herbfolk. It
offers something so special; hopefully you will be encouraged to
try some spectacular evergreen
essence in your apothecary after
reading this article.

Though you can harvest the fragrant needles any time of
year, I get excited about the Douglas fir tips in the
springtime. Usually by middle or end of May,
bright green tips are fluffing out from the Doug
fir, the Sitka spruce and the Western hemlock. Also they emerge from the deadly
Western yew tree! (They are very fragrant
from the three edible conifers, smelling
much like a Christmas tree- the yew
Taxus brevifolia has no such smell
when crushed). When I harvest Doug
fir, I never take the tips from the
terminal end, I instead selectively
harvest from the side branches and
certainly only take a small amount
from each tree; after all these are
the new growth of the tree and it
is important to remember that. The
tips differ from the older growth- they
are more tender, less bitter and have
a ‘brighter’ flavor and quality. They are
full of vital force, not to mention vitamin
C. I also don’t take tips from really young
Douglas fir, but prefer older trees, say 10
years old or so, that way the tips are still within
reach. With your basket of Doug fir tips, you can
make the most divine forest medicines!

Fir- this general name that we
hear for the tall stately conifers,
such as the noble fir, the alpine fir,
the silver fir and the Douglas fir. The
genus Abies includes the ‘true firs’
comprising of around 50 species while
the genus Psuedotsuga is the Douglas fir
genus and is not considered a true fir, but
in a class by itself. This genus has around 4
species that have been at one time called a spruce
Picea, a hemlock Suga, a pine Pinus and even a Seqiuoa.
Finally staying with Psuedotsuga, meaning ‘false hemlock’ in
Latin, commonly this tree is called a fir. Both of the genus
Abies and Psuedotsuga are in the pine family.
This tree has an ancient relationship with forest fire. The
fire helps to proliferate the seeds germination and because
of its fast growth and thick bark, Doug fir can survive a fire
better than other trees. Medicinally speaking, the gum has
been used by Native tribes as a purgative for gastrointestinal troubles and also applied to sores. A decoction of the
needles was taken for colds, coughs, applied as a compress
to the lungs for pain and was taken as a ceremonial emetic.
The plant was taken for headaches, venereal disease and was
used for infections. The boughs were considered cleansing
and used in the sweat lodge. The smoke and steam from
them was considered cleansing, as a fumigant. The buds
were chewed for mouth sores, colds and sore throats.
4

I love to make Douglas fir infused honey and fat(not together
though!), the process is the same for both medicines. Wilt
your tips whole overnight and chop them up a bit. Place in a
double boiler, along with either fat(animal fat, olive oil, coconut oil) or honey, covering so that they are saturated, but
not swimming- basically you want a strong infusion. Turn on
the double boiler and bring the water in the bottom chamber to a boil, stirring the mixture above with a chopstick
to distribute the heat. After about 5 minutes, turn off the
burner and cover with a lid or plate. The next day, repeat the
same process, first wiping any condensation off the lid with a
towel. Do this for a total of three days and on the third day,
strain the mixture into a jar. The infused fat can be used in
chest rubs, in sore muscle rubs and in lymph rubs. I love the
salve combination of infused Douglas fir tips in fat, white
pine bark Pinus strobus in fat, and alder leaves Alnus rubra in
olive oil with some beeswax to bind it all together. It smells
like a green apple, so my son says! It also makes an excellent

sore muscle rub that brings the gifts of the healing trees to
the body. Use the Doug fir infused honey in lung teas or even
by itself for lung congestion, allergies and coughs.

to get a clear antimicrobial sap. This is great in a pinch for
painful cuts. If you find the pitch in abundance on the tree
from the loss of boughs or an injury of some sort, you can
take some(not all!) of this in a greased container, and make
a divine infused olive oil. Combine some pitch and oil in a
mason jar, placing it by a woodstove or heat source. Stir with
a chopstick every day for a month or even longer to incorporate. Eventually you can strain this, or don’t bother, however
your jar may be ruined with resin- that’s alright, just save for
things like cottonwood, spruce, pine and Doug fir. Incorporate this oil into muscle and chest rubs. Don’t forget to save
some pitch for burning as incense- totally incredible, unlike
any other scent to perfume the dark winter months.

Douglas fir tips dry really nicely and add a lovely flavor to
winter teas for colds, flu’s and lung issues. They take about
a month to dry, so be prepared to give them extra time. I
decoct them for about 5 minutes, then let them steep for
another 20. A great tea combination that I love is called ‘Berry Tea’ by my students- it is so refreshing. Combine roughly equal parts of Douglas fir tips, red Huckleberry leaves
Vaccinium parvifolium, thimbleberry leaves Rubus parviflorus
and strawberry leaves Fragaria vesca/virginina. Decoct for 30
seconds, then steep for about 20 minutes and enjoy summertime in your tea pot. Making a Douglas fir tip syrup is very
easy and can be taken straight as a cough syrup. Wilt the
tips throughout the day and chop pretty fine. That evening,
decoct in water for 10 minutes and let steep overnight. Make
this mixture really strong, as far as less water and more tips.
Next morning strain and measure the liquid. Add in a small
pan with twice the amount of organic cane sugar (for example 1 cup of strong Doug fir infusion and 2 cups cane sugar)
and warm just to combine the sugar granules. Store in the
fridge and use within a month, stirring into hot water for a
‘tea’, taking straight or adding to other medicines.

One more favorite use of Douglas fir is bath tea. I make bath
tea by combining the fresh boughs (not tips- don’t waste
these in the bath) in water in a large pot. I decoct this on
the stove top for about 20 minutes and then let it steep an
additional 20. Then I strain directly into a running bath. I like
to bring a fresh branch in the tub with me for light scrubbing
and great company. Sometimes I combine Doug fir with red
cedar Thuja plicata and western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla
for an all out rustic conifer bath, along with a few handfuls
of sea salt. This is best during our rainy winter months, so
healing and rejuvenating. Doug fir will always be with me for
its cleansing and evergreen magic, helping to heal the lungs,
sinuses and move stagnant lymph around. Many thanks to
the Grand Green Giant of forests old and new!

Douglas fir has fragrant and medicinal pitch to offer to your
apothecary as well. As a trail medicine, you can pop the small
blisters on younger or mid-age trees with your fingernail

-Up Coming Classes & Offeringsand handouts. May we enjoy the vibrant springtime green of
the forest plants together! Held on a small farm in the forest
in Shelton, 30 minutes north of Olympia.

The Herbal Apprenticeship and Folk Magic Programs, offered
by Corinne Boyer have openings throughout the year.
Details and both curriculums can be seen online at www.
opalsapothecary.com click on either ‘Herbal Apprenticeship’
or ‘Folk Magic Program’. Contact me through email if you
have any questions or are interested in when an opening
may be available corinne@opalsapothecary.com

Dates and Time: 8 weeks- Friday evening, 5:30-7:30, April
4- May 23
Cost: $240- $30 per class
Please contact Corinne to register: Corinne@
opalsapothecary.com $30 deposit holds your spot and is put
towards the first class. The remainder of the payment is due
on the first day of class.

-Springtime Forest Medicine Spring 2014This is a series of plant walks and harvesting workshops
to learn and gather the medicine of the forest during the
springtime. Learn how to recognize, harvest and use the
common plants of the lowland forest, while taking time
to honor and connect to this diverse and lush landscape.
These Native plants have a wonderful history of edible and
medicinal use. Enjoy detailed handouts and lectures that go
over personal and historical uses of the plants, as well as
recipes and many suggestions on how to use them. Though
we will be outside no matter what the weather, we can look
forward to a hot cup of tea inside to go over observations

Week to week schedule: April 4- Plant Walk and StudyConifer Trees, April 11- Plant Walk and Study- Deciduous
Trees, April 18- Plant Walk and Study- Berries, April 25- Plant
Walk and Study- Understory and Wildflowers, May 2- Harvest
Western Red Cedar, May 9- Harvest Blackberry leaf and
Thimbleberry leaf, May 16- Harvest Conifer tips- Douglas
Fir and Western Hemlock, May 23- Harvest Salal leaf and
Huckleberry leaf
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Plants and People

An Interview with Herbalist Joyce Netishen

way to inform, educate and inspire folks about the wondrous
and magical life of plants.

How do you work with plants in the world- What is your work?

My work with plants has primarily been as a healer working in
private practice with folks to bring healing and divinity into their
lives, not necessarily bring divinity, but help clear the way so a
person can invoke and resonate with their own sacred divinity.
Being in a body and the world at this time is complex, glorious
but complex and we can lose touch with our own light. It is
difficult to maintain our integrity of self through all the seasons
of life and every one of us needs help from time to time. My
intention is to help a person grow in beauty and balance within
their own sacred universe, recognizing that each one of us is
an exquisite and unique manifestation of nature and spirit. My
gift and calling is with the potent power of the spirit of plants
to help healing happen at the level of the human spirit. This
is to help people live the life they were made to live, to help
access and acknowledge their own personal light, and have the
courage and strength to stand in their own truth. My medicine
is not about diagnosing and treating illness, it is about balance
and heart and soulful resonance. It is about being in contact
and kinship with the spirit of life and self and spiritual universe.
What is different about this way of working with the plants is
we begin and end with spirit. We believe that disharmony starts
at this level. It is remarkable to watch symptoms change, but
my work is not about symptoms or naming an illness. It is about
honoring a person as a unique and perfect expression of the
divine. My work with the plants is about the spirit of life and
lighting and keeping that flame alive, within individuals… and
the world.

What is your passion concerning plant medicine?
The spirit of life. One of my favorite sayings is ‘it’s not what we
do, but how we do It.’ I am fascinated by the myriad ways spirit
manifests and reveals itself within humans. Truly fascinated.
And humbled. This is without judgment. There is not one way a
person is supposed to be at any given time. That is the beauty
and complexity of this medicine, no one is the same. Every
time a person walks into my treatment room it is as though
I have never seen them before because we change and grow
and morph every second of every day. Every person is a blaze
of unseen and unknown light every time I am with them and
it is a revered gift in my life to work at these deep levels with
thousands of people spanning the thirty years I have been doing
my work. It is an honor to be invited into a person’s spiritual
universe and encourage healing and light. The spirit of plants is
about truth, and the truth is not always pretty, or comfortable,
or imagined. But it is always healing. As a healer I have to be
able to hold and nourish the truth as a person makes the shifts
and changes to be able to hold it themselves. I never take this
lightly, nor is it an easy endeavor. It is an intricate and different
way of working with plants and people. I am not inferring one
way is better than another, we all have our gifts and so do the
plants, but I am saying that working with the spirit is as essential and important as any other work. It is the spirit that carries
us through the dark..
What are you currently learning about?

Teaching and medicine making are other strong facets of my
work, and then there is my love of gardening and farming. Being
in a garden is where I receive strong healing and light, and taking people to the garden is where so much magic and wonder
happen. I have inspired many of my students to create healing
gardens and grow beauty in the world. This always makes me
exceedingly happy. Illuminating the path of the heart and spirit
of plants with people is awe inspiring and deeply humbling.

As a healer I am always studying and learning. I will continue
to pilgrimage to Mexico and the Huichol people for the rest of
my life to learn, understand and deepen my medicine. Being
outside in the elements and seasons is a constant inspiration
and revelation for me. I love Classical Chinese Five Element
Medicine and it is a strong foundational component of all of my
work and a lifetime of study. Ceremony and ritual, and going to
the Fire are potent and profound ways I am constantly learning,
being informed and instructed by the seen and unseen. It is
hard to put this part of my path in words, but it is part of my
daily practice.

It is thrilling to assist and support people on their path towards
a deeper connection and kinship with spirit. Our disconnect
from nature and spirit is one of the gravest illnesses of the western world, perhaps the entire world. We have been separated
and divorced from our innate connection to spirit. The physical,
scientific and technological importance’s have displaced and
negated our sacred connections and we have been suffering ever
since. We need balance in all things; we need to balance science
and spirit. I am hoping and believing as a human race, we are
moving in that direction.
Making medicine is a reverent expression of who I am and what
I am called to do. I am in the process of making new decisions
of how I am going to offer artisanal herbcraft to the larger
community. There is a change on the wind and I am striving to
interpret and understand what that means for me. Time will tell.
I am also working on the Fire Rose Farm website and blog as a

I have currently been working with the brilliant and gifted herbalist Elise Krohn. Her teachings have been strong medicine for
me and I am grateful to sit in her presence and classes. I have
also been gifted with the knowledge, wisdom and friendship of
June O’Brien. June is a gifted poet, writer and published author.
Her books are medicine, powerful medicine, and she carries ancient plant medicine in magnificent and powerful ways and I am
always learning something from her. And finally, I sit in buoyant
wonder and joy in the mystery and magic of being alive in the
world at this time. I am reverent and deeply grateful.
To contact Joyce, please email her at firerosefarm@comcast.net
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The Herbal Kitchen

- Recipes with the Season and Plants in Mind them. Then tighten the lid
and refrigerate. Enjoy as a
delicious snack or served with
meals as a condiment side.

Liver LoafThis is the best way to enjoy the nutritional benefits
of liver, at least so far in my
experience! It is great for
beef or pork liver, or use the
milder chicken liver. Makes
2 loaves. Ingredients: Beef or
Pig Liver- roughly 2 pounds
or packages; Eggs-4; Rolled
Oats- 2 cups; Tomato Paste- I
jar/can; Potato- one large or
two medium, baked, cooled
and diced; Onion- ½ minced;
Celery- 2 stalks with leaves
minced; Butter- 4 Tablespoons; Salt and Pepper- to taste, but plenty of salt, say
4 teaspoons; Dried Herbs- Sage, Thyme, Marjoram- 1
Tablespoon each. Cut the liver into dime sized chunksthis takes a little time. Then combine all of the ingredients together. Grease two loaf pans well- use lard if you
have it otherwise plenty of butter. Bake in a low oven,
about 325, for 1 ½ hours, or until done. Let cool and
serve by gently frying in butter (remember, liver has no
fat in it) Serve with homemade (or storebought favorite) BBQ sauce or ketchup. I promise, you will love it!

Winter Time Beef StewThis is truly divine: Dethaw
1 pound stew beef the day
before and marinade in fridge
overnight in 1 ½ cups red
wine, with 1 Tablespoon
mustard seed, 2 teaspoons
celery seed, ½ fresh minced
onion, 2 bay leaves, ½ teaspoon ground allspice, and
freshly ground pepper. Fry up
one large leek sliced thin and 4 shallots minced in ½
stick of butter, until tender, adding sliced mushrooms
if desired. Add beef including marinade, along with a
few celery stalks chopped with the leaves. Make what
is called a ‘surry’ by mixing ¼ cup of white flour with 2
cups of water, wisk with a fork. Add this to mixture and
simmer with lid on for three hours, adding more water
if it seems necessary, but not too much, you want this
to be pretty hearty. When finished, pull off the heat
and add ½ cup fresh chopped parsley. Salt and pepper
to taste. Just before serving, stir in heavy cream, about
1 cup- 1 ½ cups to the whole pot. Crazy good stew!

Lactofermented Winter CarrotsHere is a delicious and easy way to ferment carrots at
home that are full of probiotic goodness, even more
necessary during the winter months with a lack of raw
produce from the gardens. Thanks to Eowyn Smith
for the inspiration. Makes 1 quart Ingredients: Carrots- thinly sliced, enough to fill a narrow necked quart
mason jar; Onion- thinly sliced medium; Water- 2 cups;
Whey- make this from dripping regular plain yogurt
through a piece of butter muslin- 3 Tablespoons; Salt4 teaspoons; Caraway Seed- 2 teaspoons; Dill Seed- 2
teaspoons. Wash and thinly slice carrots, fill up the
quart mason jar (this is just to measure them). Then
take the carrots and dump them in a bowl to mix with
the onions and seeds. Put back in the mason jar. Make
the brine by combining the water, salt and whey,
mixing thoroughly. Pour this over the carrots in the
jar, use a spoon to push everything under the brine,
as much as you can, it won’t all go under. Place the lid
on, only tighten mostly, not all the way. Let these sit
out at room temp for about three-five days, depending
on how warm your kitchen is and how tangy you like

Medieval Style Rustic CheesecakeThis is great made with homemade freshly drained
cheese curd, or cottage cheese will work great. Ingredients: Pie Crust- Flour 1 ¼ cup, part whole wheat or
all; Butter- 1 stick, Salt- ½ teaspoon; Water as needed.
Filling- Cottage Cheese- 3 cups, drained in a strainer for
1 hour first; Eggs- 3; Heavy Cream ½ cup; Salt- pinch;
Sugar ½ cup; Rosewater- 1 Tablespoon. Make the crust
first, mix the flour and salt, then chunk the cold butter
and blend with your fingers, leave some chunks in it.
Add water as necessary to make a dough. Roll out or
press into a pie pan to form the crust. Prick with a fork,
sprinkle with sugar and bake at 350 for about 10 minutes. Remove from oven and add the filling. To make
the filling, just combine all of the other ingredients
and mix well. Bake for 45 minutes or so, until golden
brown on top, and until the middle is set. Let it cool
and ideally place in the fridge until the next day. It is
much better cold. Serve with strawberry or raspberry
jam on top.
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TRADITIONS

Emily Pixie CD(DONA)

Advanced Holistic Doula & Childbirth Educator

Respect, Partnership, Transparency,
Working Hand in Hand

(360) 790-6318

It works Here, at Traditions
300 5th Ave SW
Olympia, WA 98501
360.705.2819 www.TraditionsFairTrade.com

emilypixiedoula@gmail.com
www.lunarosebirth.com
Contact me for a free Meet and Greet

Piles

OPEN
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3644 Harrison Ave. NW
Olympia, WA 98502
website: Funjunkonline.com
email: redun@comcast.net
360-259-1796
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Would you like to place an ad in The Gathering
Basket?

Joyce Netishen
Herbalist

A black and white business card sized ad costs $30.
Every ad placed results in the creation of 70 copies that
are distributed for free to the public. You can also be
a personal sponsor, without placing an add. If you are
interested, please email me at
Corinne@opalsapothecary.com
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Private Consultations, Classes and Artisian Herbcraft
This newsletter will be offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket at the Spring Equinox.
Thank you sponsors for your support your advertising helps pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
All illustrations are copyright free or hand drawn by Corinne.
Computer and Graphic layout by Claude Mahmood -

Printed by Minuteman Press

All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email.
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